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Col. Ao S. Christova and 1q. N, $toyachev

Portable Sanitary-4id emiological lit

In t h e prEess of epidemiologial and laboratory diagnostia wok

with units of the Bulgarian Peoples Army cont.nual need was experienced

for less travel to field areas to gather and/or sow material in infect-

ious investigations. Therefore, i sanitaryv-epidemiological kit was con-

structed., concisting of two separate units, but each adaptable to use

with the other: a portpble laboratory kit a=d a . .

lab apparatus. The two units can be useful in the work of epidemiolo-

gists during, sanitary-epidemiological reconnaissanoe and sanitary

epidemiological surveys.

PORTA3LR Laboratory Kit: Designated for the collection and

Obacteriological analysis of various material, such as water, soil,
blood secretion, feces, etc. Also, with the kit it is possible to

conduct several element.ry bacteriological and chemical analyses on

location: determination of coli-titer, ammonia (gas), nitrite,

nitrate, and also for the sowing of matericl on Petri dishes and others.

It can be used for survey of food poisonings and also for sanitary

hygienci and bacteriological control of water in villages and for bact-

eriological control of kitchens and messes*

The laboratory kit is packed in a suitcase type bag It msasures N

40 cm long, 30 cm high and 23 cm wide. It weigh6 about 10 kg. The kit

is box type, hinged so that it opens into two halves. In the left wing

there is a folding test tube rack, 8 corpartments for bandage or flasks,

plus working utensiles. Above this there is a drawer, containing 10

Q flaks of nutritive media, plus 2-30 test tubes for oollectifn of sanples



and isolsadon purposes. Above this there Is another drawer containing

O thermometers, pitots and other fine equipment.

In the right wing of this kit there are two metal containers,

each with 10 Petri dishes covered with various nutritive media. Along

with this there Is an alcohol lamp, used for heating, oto Above this

there Is a drawer for sWringes, needles, surgery instruments, swabs, etc.

Also, In this compartment there isa metal work slab, easily desineoted..

which a n be used to disect small animals, etc.

This%3the basic component of the kit, but 'Le contelts cim be

varIed to suit needs.

This kit oam be operated by one person, either bacteriologists.

epidemiologists or lab technicians. The entire kit is placed in a

onvas beg which resembles a knapsack and can be carried on the

shou'ders.

The combination lab apparatus, which sterilizes, dry or wet, heats,

usable on dishes or mediums, is constructed to be used with the above hIt

Th lab apparatus Is well constructed, has folding logs, shield

(plesglass and aluainum) for Isolation of work from worker, and a folding

stool.

PO TA Combination Lab Apparatus: This unit Is the second part

of the sanitaq-epidemiological kit. It can be used as an aztoolave,

dry sterilizer, water bath or thermostat. Although the size of the unit

is seal, it can be used to simultaneously cultivate 10 Petri dishes and

10 tubes or flasks (20 ml each), or 30 test ttbes or flasks. The dry

sterilization will handle 7 flasks (100 al each) nd 45-60 tubes, or

forty flasks of 20 al each, etc.

the apparatus Is mads cylindrically of bsrass(o.4 ms) with outside

measuomnts of : diamletr-22c, height-d6 ca Approximate weight- 8 kg.
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It has two sections (stories) constructed one over the other; in the

up-per section, on the cover, there is a condenser, spring balancor for

regulation of the steam, manometer to 3 atmosphere, openine for thermo-

meter and a stiam falve for use when the unit is used without pressure.

Wihen using this unit as a thermostat, a uecond cylinder is in-

serted into the unit, water is put between the two wal.t& and a constant

ten ereture of 37-43 can be maintained.

In the lover section of the unit is located the heating compart-

ment, which operates either on electricity or kerose. Drine electri-

cal operation, with 220 volts, it is equal to 1000 watts and serves all

the functions of the apparatus except the thermostat. The temperatures

can be varied by plugs which feed 1000, 500 or 300 watts. The kerosone

unit is one unit, but with two burners; one large one for high tempera-

tures, and one small one for the thermostat. The thermostat burner can

work 24 hours and not excessively increase the teperature by 1 degee.

IeauI.&l a11y under the cover of the unit there are holes for the otroul-

atio of the air while the kerostjie unit is used.

This unit can also be packed in a bag and carried. Together

with the first unit, this is one of the only methods of conducting

field bacteriological work.
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